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Figure 1: System overview. Given an input 3D model (a), which is segmented into a collection of sub-parts (b). We compute the oriented
bounding box with the representative axis of each segment (c) and generate Zometool structures accordingly (d). The system optionally
accepts moderate user input to add supporting structures (e). The system visualizes the synthesis result to guide user to build the physical
object (f).
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Abstract

In recent years, personalized fabrication has attracted much atten-
tion due to the greatly improved accessibility of consumer-level
3D printers. However, 3D printers still suffer from the relatively
long production time and limited output size, which are undesir-
able for large-scale rapid-prototyping. Zometool, which is a popular
building block system widely used for education and entertainment,
is potentially suitable for providing an alternative solution to the
aforementioned scenarios. However, even for 3D models of mod-
erate complexity, novice users may still have difficulty in building
visually plausible results by themselves. Therefore, the goal of this
work is to develop an automatic system to assist users to realize
Zometool rapid prototyping with a specified 3D shape. Compared
with the previous work [Zimmer and Kobbelt 2014], our method
may achieve the ease of assembly and economic usage of building
units since we focus on generating the Zometool structures through
a higher level of shape abstraction.

1 Zometool Construction

To facilitate the generation of Zometool structures approximating
a given 3D shape, the basic idea of this work is to decompose the
original complex 3D model into a collection of sub-parts of lower
complexity resembling cylinders or cones. We employ the shape
diameter function [Shapira et al. 2008] to segment the input model
since it can produce the desired shape primitives. The oriented
bounding box of each segment is then computed to identify its prin-
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Figure 2: Zometool structure constructed from a triceratops model.

cipal representative axis for growing the Zometool structures. Note
that the longest axis is not necessarily a good choice of represen-
tative axis. We collect the points lying on the boundary of a mesh
segment to fit a plane and choose the axis of the bounding box that is
closely perpendicular to the fitted plane as the representative axis.

We take advantage of two types of ring-like structures to form the
shape abstraction of the original 3D model, i.e., boundary rings and
slicing rings. The boundary rings are generated from the bound-
aries of each mesh segment. The boundary rings alone are not suf-
ficient to represent and support the overall model. Therefore, for
each segment several parallel planes perpendicular to the represen-
tative axis are employed to slice the mesh segment to obtain more
mesh boundaries to form the slicing rings. The boundary and slic-
ing rings together form the main structures of the simplified shape
and are inter-linked by several shortest paths in-between which
are sparsely distributed on the 3D surface. Finally, the system
transforms the polylines of the ring structures into the Zometool
struts. The Zometool nodes and structs are generated by sampling
the mesh points on or near the ring structures by taking physical
constraints (e.g., length and orientation) into account. The system
optionally accepts moderate user input to add supporting structures.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of physically constructed model.
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